Australian government becomes
foreign finance broker for Adani?
The Australian government appears to be actively
soliciting financing from foreign governments and
investors towards Adani’s coal mine and rail line,
projects it plans to subsidise.
The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade has “several hundreds of pages” of cables
and correspondence relating to Ministers and officials seeking foreign financing
towards Adani’s coal projects in Queensland, a Freedom of Information request has
revealed. (See Figure 1; full details are included below.)
Figure 1 – Correspondence with DFAT

Source: Correspondence with DFAT, full details of FOI request below
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In September The Australia Institute lodged an FOI request seeking all DFAT
correspondence and cables from 2017 relating to “formal representations” from
Australian Ministers or officials requesting consideration of financial involvement in
Adani’s projects from foreign financers, including foreign government import-export
banks, multi-lateral agencies or private investors.
The Department searched three embassies and six public service ‘line areas’, including
the Department’s Queensland State Office, and found so many documents they
needed an extension to process the request.
This substantial assistance from the Australian government appears to be in response
to Adani’s requests for help. An earlier broader request also asked for documents
relating to Adani’s requests for government help soliciting foreign financing. That
request revealed so many documents the Department refused to process it.
Adani’s projects have struggled to find financing, with numerous Australian and
international banks declining involvement.
Trade Minister Steve Ciobo met with Adani Group Chair Gautam Adani in India in
August 2017 as part of a trade delegation.1 Documents from this period are included in
the scope of the FOI request.
While the FOI decision is due on 20 October, further extensions are likely, and
documents are likely to be heavily redacted.

Adani and funders backed by government subsidies
The government appears to be soliciting foreign funding for a project that stands to
benefit from substantial subsidies. Any foreign investor would benefit from subsidised
government loans which transfer cost and risk onto the Australian taxpayer. Foreign
funders may get repaid before Australian taxpayers, and if the project collapses, may
get repaid even if Australian taxpayers don’t.
Involvement from foreign import-export banks could be yet another subsidy, to
support foreign suppliers. It would be surprising if the Australian government were
promoting foreign over domestic suppliers.
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Adani has applied for an Australian government subsidised loan of up to $1 billion for
Adani’s rail line from the NAIF. The proposal is backed by current Minister for
Northern Australia Barnaby Joyce and former Minister Matt Canavan.2
NAIF concessions can include later repayment, or lower priority repayment, taking risk
out of the project for other investors.3 The NAIF faces ongoing criticism over
governance, secrecy and its failure to respond to political pressure, including over
Adani.4 It is unclear whether NAIF is involved in soliciting foreign funding.
Adani could also be eligible for financing from Efic, Australia’s export credit agency. In
September, Trade Minister Ciobo changed Efic’s operating expectations, allowing it to
again fund coal projects in Australia. Ciobo argued Australian banks were being bullied
into not funding coal projects, justifying government support.5
Efic provides credit insurance and loans, again transferring risk onto the taxpayer.
There are other state and local subsidies. The Queensland government has offered a
subsidised loan in the form of a secret deal on royalty deferment,6 as well as an
unlimited, unreviewable water license.7 Local councils are subsidising Adani’s airport.8
Any Australian government requests for foreign funding are presenting a proposal that
backed by substantial government financial support.
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Confirmation from DFAT – 10 Oct
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Refined request - 13 Sept

Note DFAT later confirmed (10 Oct, see above) that it is searching outside of Canberra
and for documents up to 13 September.
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Original request refused 11 Sept
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